Open Season

A short story by R.M.J.Patry

PAGE ONE (four panels)
Panel 1: Angle up on a rooster crowing on the edge of coop as the
sun rises in the sky.
1 ROOSTER: >er-ah-err-ah-errrrr!<
Panel 2: Inside the coop, baby turkeys sleep soundly with their
mother hens.
2 TURKEYS: >gbbl< >gbbl< >gbbl<
Panel 3: Focus on one of the baby turkeys--TOMMY--nestled
comfortably with his MOTHER, who gently nuzzles his cheek with her
beak.
3 MOTHER HEN: Tommy…
4 MOTHER HEN: Taaaw-meee…
Panel 4: Tommy yawns while stretching his scrawny legs and fluffy
wings.
5 MOTHER HEN (OFF PANEL): It’s time to wake up and start the day.
6 TOMMY: >yaaaaaaaawn<
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PAGE TWO (three panels)
Panel 1: Outside, the coop is fenced into a barnyard, where Tommy
& his Mother wave to their housemates, mother hens HENRIETTA,
HARRIETT & HELGA, and their chicks, HARRY, HENRY, HILDY, HAYLEY,
HAL & HARATIO.
1 MOTHER HEN: Good morning, ladies! Good morning, chickies!
2 HENRIETTA, HARRIETT & HELGA (SIMULTANEOUSLY): Good morning,
Henny!
3 CHICKS (SIMULTANEOUSLY): Good morning, Tommy!
4 TOMMY: Good morning!
Panel 2: Tommy & his Mother continue to stroll through the barnyard,
waving to other farm animals: REGGIE ROOSTER, CAMILLE COW & PENELOPE
PIG, among others.
5 TOMMY: Good morning, Penelope! Good morning, Camille! Good morning,
Reggie!
Panel 3: A large adult male turkey, TOMMY’s FATHER, stands tall
among the barnyard grass.
6 TOMMY (OFF PANEL): Poppa!
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PAGE THREE (four panels)
Panel 1:
1 FATHER
you both
2 TOMMY:
3 FATHER

Tommy’s Father stretches a wing around he & his Mother.
GOBBLER: Good morning, son! Good mornin’, Henny. I hope
slept soundly before Reggie started crowing.
Why?
GOBBLER: Because--

Panel 2: Tommy’s Father motions his other wing toward a range
enclosed by a wooden fence reinforced with metal mesh and chicken
wire.
4 FATHER GOBBLER: --Farmer Brown’s letting us all graze in a bigger
and better pen!
Panel 3: Close up of Tommy as he stares at the previous panel with
excited awe.
5 TOMMY: Whoa, cool!
6 FATHER GOBBLER: You said it, son.
Panel 4: A RED-HEADED FARM GIRL (15) opens the gate that separates
the barnyard from the enclosed range, allowing toms, hens, and
chicks--including Tommy, his Mother & Father--to transit from one
yard to the other.
7 FATHER GOBBLER: Get ready to really stretch your wings!
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PAGE FOUR (five panels)
Panel 1: Tommy strolls through the turkey yard with a smile, enjoying
the sunshine with his parents strutting behind him.
Panel 2: A pair of turkey chicks scamper past Tommy, one chasing
the other.
1 HAYLEY: Hehehehe!
2 HARRY: Hey, Tommy! Come chase us!
Panel 3: Tommy chases after the two chicks. All three smile and
laugh.
3 HAYLEY, HARRY & TOMMY (SIMULTANEOUSLY): Hehehe!
Panel 4: As the chicks scurry and play, a SHEEP DOG chases frightened
turkeys into the mesh fence enclosed yard.
4 SHEEP DOG: >ra-ra-ruff!<
Panel 5: Tommy has stopped dead in his tracks, staring wide eyed
and worried at the previous panel.
5 SHEEP DOG: >ruff! ruff!<
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PAGE FIVE (five panels)
Panel 1: Close up of the mesh fence’s door slammed shut, its metal
latch locking.
1 SFX: >KA-SHUNK<
Panel 2: The Sheep Dog barks at Tommy through the mesh fence.
2 SHEEP DOG: >RA-RA-RA-RA-RUFF!<
3 TOMMY: Aaah!
Panel 3: Tommy has run straight into the safe wings of his Mother.
4 TOMMY: Momma!
5 MOTHER HEN: Tommy! What’s the mat-6 SFX: >BANG<
Panel 4: Tommy & his mother are surrounded by chaos as Henrietta,
Harriett, Helga & their chicks scatter, squawking and gobbling with
fear.
7 MOTHER HEN: What--what’s going on?!?
8 FATHER GOBBLER (OFF PANEL): Henny! Tommy!
Panel 5: Alarmed, Tommy’s Father urges him and his Mother toward
the edge of the panel.
9 FATHER GOBBLER: Farmer Brown’s gone crazy! We’ve got to get out
of here!
10 FATHER GOBBLER: This way! I spotted a whole in the fence over
there!
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PAGE SIX (five panels)
Panel 1: Tommy’s Mother is struck in the back as she runs with her
chick & his Father.
1 SFX: >BANG<
2 MOTHER HEN: Uhh--!
Panel 2:
the edge
3 FATHER
4 TOMMY:

Father Gobbler stops to check on Mother Hen. Tommy--near
of the panel--has also stopped running.
GOBBLER: Henny!
Momma!

Panel 3: Father Gobbler holds Mother Hen in his wings, staring at
the reader with despair. Behind the turkeys, the barrel of a rifle
takes aim at them.
5 FATHER GOBBLER: Henny! Hold on to me! I’ll get you out of here!
6 MOTHER HEN: N-No! Just go--take Tommy and run!
Panel 4: Tommy stares at the previous panel in horror.
7 MOTHER HEN (OFF PANEL): RUN!
Panel 5: A flutter of blood-stained feathers.
8 SFX: >BANG<
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PAGE SEVEN (five panels)
Panel 1: Panicked, Tommy runs.
Panel 2: Tommy climbs through a small hole in the mesh wire fence.
Panel 3: From Tommy’s POV as he stares through the mesh of the fence:
Farmer Brown takes aim at another turkey and fires.
1 SFX: >BANG<
Panel 4: Tommy is startled by the bark of the rapidly approaching
Sheep Dog.
2 SHEEP DOG: >RA-RA-RA-RA-RUFF!<
3 TOMMY: G-GAH!!
Panel 5: Tommy runs with the Sheep Dog in hot pursuit.
4 SHEEP DOG: >RA-RA-RA-RA-RA!<
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PAGE EIGHT (four panels)
Panel 1: Tommy dives into a bush…
Panel 2: …and the Sheep Dog crashes into the branches in pursuit
of its prey.
1 SHEEP DOG: >RA-RA-RUFF!<
2 TOMMY: AAH!
Panel 3: The bush’s branches keep the Sheep Dog from getting to
Tommy, who stares in terror at the snapping, drooling jaws of his
canine aggressor.
3 SHEEP DOG: >RRRRRRRR-RARRRRR-RRRRR<
Panel 4: Tommy crawls out of the shrubs. Behind him, the Sheep Dog
snaps branches and its jaws as it bursts through the brush.
4 SHEEP DOG: >RRRRRRRUFF! RRRRRRRRRRUFF!<
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PAGE NINE (three panels)
Panel 1: Tommy runs straight into the oncoming traffic which rushes
up and down the autoroute that runs parallel to the farm. The
headlights of speeding cars streak past him.
1 SFX: >BEEEEEEP-BEEEEEEEEEEEP<
Panel 2: POV from behind the Sheep Dog as it barks on the autoroute’s
shoulder, past the speeding cars at Tommy on the other side.
2 SHEEP DOG: >RUFF!<
Panel 3: Tommy runs into the forest across from the barking dog
and his former home in the background.
3 SHEEP DOG: >RUFF!<
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PAGE TEN (four panels)
Panel 1: Angle up on the night sky; the moon is visible through
the tree tops.
1 WOLF IN THE DISTANCE (OFF PANEL): >waa-ooooooooooooo--<
Panel 2: Repeat the previous panel, but Tommy has entered the frame,
his eyes filled with tears and fear.
2 WOLF IN THE DISTANCE (OFF PANEL): >--wa-wa-wooo<
3 TOMMY: >shiver<
Panel 3: Tommy shivers in the darkness, searching his surroundings,
dreading the unknown. A pair of eyes shimmer behind him.
Panel 4: A WEASEL tackles Tommy.
4 WEASEL: RAH!
5 TOMMY: Gah!
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PAGE ELEVEN (three panels)
Panel 1: Tommy tries to fight the Weasel off-1 TOMMY: Stop! Please!
Panel 2: --but gets his right wing scratched by the predator’s nails…
2 WEASEL: Haven’t you heard?!?
3 SFX: >slsh<
4 TOMMY: Ow!
Panel 3: …and the Weasel bites Tommy on the neck.
5 WEASEL: It’s open season on turkey!
6 SFX: >HWK<
7 TOMMY: AAH!
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PAGE TWELVE (four panels)
Panel 1: With Tommy pinned to the ground beneath it and blood
dripping from its teeth, the Weasel turns to face the reader.
1 VOICE (OFF PANEL): Hands off, weasel!
2 WEASEL: Wha?!?
Panel 2: A large adult male wild turkey--TOM--stretches his neck
and spreads his wings.
3 TOM: I said, “hands off”, ya filthy weasel!
Panel 3: The Weasel bears its bloody fangs and claws as it charges
toward the reader.
4 WEASEL: I’m done with the appetizer-5 WEASEL: --TIME FOR THE MAIN COURSE!
Panel 4: The Weasel is slammed to the ground by one of Tom’s large
three-toed feet.
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PAGE THIRTEEN (three panels)
Panel 1: Now terrified, the Weasel looks up at Tom, who frowns while
keeping him pinned to the ground.
WEASEL: P-Please! Don’t hurt me!
1 TOM: I’m not gonna hurt ya, but I want ya to tell yer friends-2 TOM: --there ain’t no turkey dinner fer you in these here woods,
capiche?
3 WEASEL: B-But it’s open season! What else should we eat?!?
Panel 2: Tom flings the Weasel into a tree trunk.
4 TOM: Figure it out.
5 WEASEL: Waah!
Panel 3: The Weasel scampers off into the forest, its tail between
its legs.
6 TOMMY (OFF PANEL): You…you saved my life. >snffl< Tha--Thank you.
7 TOM (OFF PANEL): Don’t mention it, kid.
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PAGE FOURTEEN (four panels)
Panel 1: Bloodied and teary-eyed, Tommy looks up at Tom, who reaches
wing out to him.
1 TOM: Let’s get you back to yer flock. Where’s that at?
2 TOMMY: I don’t have one.
Panel 2: Tom helps Tommy to his feet. In the darkness of the forest
behind them, several pairs of eyes glimmer menacingly.
3 TOMMY: I used to live with a bunch of other animals--someone named
Farmer Brown used to take care of us ‘til he--’til he went crazy
and started shooting everyone in the coop…
4 TOM: Sorry fer yer loss, kid, but I’m more sorry to tell ya nowhere’s
safe for us turkeys durin’ open season. ‘Tween the hunters on four
paws and the ones on two feet, everyone’s out fer our meat.
Panel 3: The glimmering eyes of the previous panel belong to several
adult turkeys--TOMS--that have stepped out of the shadows.
5 TOM (OFF PANEL): That’s why we’s got to stick together.
Panel 4: With Tommy under his wing, Tom presents the chick to his
flock.
6 TOM: This here’s my flock--yer new one, since ya need one.
Everybody, this here’s--what’s yer name, kid?
7 TOMMY: Tommy.
8 TOM: Not anymore. It’s Tom now.
9 TOMMY: Wh-Why?
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PAGE FIFTEEN (five panels)
Panel 1: Wide shot of the flock of wild turkeys.
1 TOM (OFF PANEL): Tommy’s chickadee stuff. Now, yer growns up.
And when yer growns up, yer called Tom. We all are.
2 TOM 2: I’m Tom.
3 TOM 3: I’m Tom.
4 TOM 4: I’m Tom!
5 TOM 5: Somebody say my name?
6 TOM 6: Shut up, Tom! Nobody’s talkin’ to you!
7 TOM (OFF PANEL): See? We’re all Toms.
Panel 2: Tommy’s eyes well up.
8 TOMMY: Tommy’s the name my Momma gave me. It’s the only thing
I have left of her and my Poppa.
9 GRIZZLED OLD TOM (OFF PANEL): Ain’t that sweet. Unfortunately-Panel 3: An OLD, GRIZZLED, WAR-TORN, AND BATTLE-SCARED TOM has
limped to the front of the flock to stare hard at the reader. Tom
(the one who saved Tommy from the Weasel) pats the old timer on
the back.
10 GRIZZLED OLD TOM: --some of us’re so old, our mammies & pappies
kicked the bucket a long, long time ago, so long ago, we don’t
remember the names they gave us.
11 TOM: Easy, Tom.
12 GRIZZLED OLD TOM: Uhh, why I oughta…
Panel 4: The Grizzled Old Tom has limped back into the flock, which
has turned away from the reader to look up into the tree tops.
13 TOMMY: Wh…where’s everyone goin’?
Panel 5: Angle up on Tommy and Tom watching the flock flap their
wings as they fly up into the tree tops.
14 TOM: To get some shut-eye.
15 TOMMY: Way up there?
16 TOM: Where else?
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PAGE SIXTEEN (four panels)
Panel 1: Tom shimmies his tail feathers as he prepares to fly up
into the tree tops, but Tommy stops him, tugging at one of the adult
male’s wings.
1 TOMMY: Wait! Don’t leave me!
2 TOM: Why would we’s? Yer part’a our flock and ya don’t leave flock
behind.
3 TOMMY: But I--I never slept in a tree before! I’m used to sleepin’
in a coop--on the ground! And I’ve never flown, neither…
Panel 2: Tommy hangs his head and cries. Tom takes him under his
wing.
4 TOMMY: I’m a fraud of a turkey! I don’t deserve to be in your
flock!
5 TOM: That ain’t true, ya just never had nobody to show yas. I
can show yas.
6 TOMMY: Really?!?
Panel 3: Tom bends his legs and spreads his wings; Tommy copies
him.
7 TOM: Sure! It’s easy. All’s ya gotta do, is ya gotta bend yer
legs-Panel 4: Angle up on Tom as he flies up into the tree tops.
8 TOM: Jump up, and flap them wangs!
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PAGE SEVENTEEN (five panels)
Panel 1: Tommy flaps his wings, fluttering slightly above the
ground.
Panel 2: Tommy flaps his wings harder, fluttering higher above the
ground…
1 TOMMY: Whoa!
Panel 3: …until he flies up into the tree tops.
Panel 4: Tommy struggles to reach the lowest hanging branch in the
tree tops.
2 TOMMY: Come on…almost…there…
Panel 5: Tom grabs Tommy by the leg with one of his feet.
3 TOM: Got’cha!
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PAGE EIGHTEEN (three panels)
Panel 1: Tom sits on the branch, puffed up and with eyes closed.
Tommy struggles to balance himself while studying the adult male.
1 TOM: Good job, kid. Now, get comfortable and get some sleep. We’re
up before sunrise. Gotta get a jump on breakfast-Panel 2: Tommy has finally managed to balance himself on the branch,
doing his best to sit like Tom does.
2 TOM: --before we’s become somebody else’s.
3 TOMMY: Oh…OK.
Panel 3: Tommy sits puffed up on the tree branch next to Tom, both
with closed eyes.
4 TOMMY: Good night, Tom.
5 TOM: G’night, Tom.
6 TOM 2 (OFF PANEL): G’night, Tom.
7 TOM 3 (OFF PANEL): G’night, Tom.
8 TOM 4 (OFF PANEL): G’night, Tom!
9 TOM 5 (OFF PANEL): Somebody say my name?
10 TOM 6 (OFF PANEL): Will yas shut up, Tom! We’re tryin’ ta sleep
over here!
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PAGE NINETEEN (six panels)
Panel 1: Tommy sits puffed up on a tree branch. The bloody gashes
on his wing and bite marks on his neck glisten against the darkness.
Panel 2: Repeat the previous panel but Tommy is bigger and the gashes
on his wing and bite marks on his neck have turned to scabs.
Panel 3: Repeat the previous panel, but Tommy’s scabs have healed
into scars, his feathers have become dusted by snow and the leaves
in the tree top have become sparse.
Panel 4: Repeat the previous panel, but the tree tops’ foliage have
regrown, and the green leaves are smacked by and spattered with
rain drops.
Panel 5: Repeat the previous panel, but the tree tops’ foliage have
changed colour, from green to yellow, orange, and red.
Panel 6: Tommy is awoken by Tom--the one who saved him from the
Weasel all those months ago--nudging him with a wing.
1 CAPTION: ONE YEAR LATER…
2 TOM: Up and at’em.
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PAGE TWENTY (four panels)
Panel 1: Tommy & Tom leap off of the tree branch.
Panel 2: Tommy & Tom search the grass and earth for food while other
turkeys glide to the ground behind them.
Panel 3: Tommy & the flock of Toms walk through the forest,
two-by-two, stepping in each others footprints in order to hide
there numbers. There are no other animals in sight.
Panel 4: Pan right on the previous panel; trees and shrubs have
shifted to reveal a large sign features a picture of a wild turkey
encircled in green beneath the ominous words, “OPEN SEASON”.
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PAGE TWENTY-ONE (six panels)
Panel 1: Tommy & Tom search the still, quiet terrain with wide,
attentive eyes.
Panel 2: Tommy’s & Tom’s postures have straightened and eyes have
widened.
1 SFX: >bang<
Panel 3: Small birds flutter up from the tree tops, into the sky.
Panel 4: The Toms--two-by-two--stop in their tracks.
Panel 5: Tom looks up while Tommy looks down at:
Panel 6: A human’s booted footprint.
2 TOM (OFF PANEL): They’re close.
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PAGE TWENTY-TWO (three panels)
Panel 1: Tommy tackles Tom, saving him from gunfire that explodes
in the dirt.
1 SFX: >BANG<
Panel 2: The flock of wild turkeys scatters amid gunfire.
2 SFX: >BANG<
3 SFX: >BANG<
Panel 3: A flutter of bloodied feathers.
4 SFX: >BANG<
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PAGE TWENTY-THREE (five panels)
Panel 1: Tommy & Tom run. Bullets explode in the dirt and grass
around them.
1 TOM: This way!
2 SFX: >BANG<
3 SFX: >BANG<
Panel 2: Tom trips.
Panel 3: Tommy runs, looking back at:
4 TOMMY: Tom?
Panel 4: Gunsmoke fills the air as Tom reaches out to the reader.
5 TOM: Don’t worry about me, kid, just run! RUN!
Panel 5: A flutter of bloodied feathers.
6 SFX: >BANG<
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PAGE TWENTY-FOUR (six panels)
Panel 1: Tommy continues to run as a rural road lies ahead.
Panel 2: Tommy is about to cross the rural road, but is frightened
by the headlights of an oncoming tractor-trailer truck.
Panel 3: Close up of one of the truck’s 18 tires bursting.
SFX: >PFF<
Panel 4: The truck swerves off of the road, narrowly missing Tommy.
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PAGE TWENTY-FIVE (three panels)
Panel 1: Tommy stares in horror at the next panel.
Panel 2: The side of the trailer attached to the truck, which has
the image of a cooked turkey on a silver platter, its skin glazed
a golden brown.
Panel 3: Tommy has turned away from the gruesome image on the trailer,
running in the opposite direction.
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PAGE TWENTY-SIX (five panels)
Panel 1: Tommy trips…
Panel 2: …tumbles down a sharp incline…
Panel 3: …and hits his head on a rock at the bottom of the hill.
Panel 4: Darkness.
Panel 5: The darkness is cut in half by sunlight.
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PAGE TWENTY-SEVEN (three panels)
Panel 1: Tommy’s eyes and beak are opened wide as he stares at a
girl with overalls and pigtails--CARMEN (16).
1 TOMMY: >GBBL!<
2 CARMEN: Waah!
Panel 2: Tommy cowers in Carmen’s presence, despite the fact that
she shows him her empty palms.
3 CARMEN: Whoa! Easy there, ya big gobbler! I ain’t gonna hurt you!
Panel 3: Carmen extends a hand to Tommy, who shivers with fear.
4 CARMEN: Don’t worry, I’m not no hunter. I wanna be a veterinarian
and veterinarians help animals in need, like you!
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PAGE TWENTY-EIGHT (five panels)
Panel 1: In the cab of a pick-up truck, Carmen drives while Tommy
sits comfortably in the passenger’s seat, wrapped in a blanket.
1 CARMEN: There’re lots’a animals at my house-Panel 2: Focus on Tommy sitting comfortably in Carmen’s passenger’s
seat, wrapped in a blanket.
2 CARMEN: --cats, dogs, horses-Panel 3: Carmen’s pick-up truck drives past a wooden sign.
3 CARMEN: --sheep, pigs, chickens.
Panel 4: Focus on the wooden sign which reads, “BROWN FAMILY FARM”.
4 CARMEN: We’ve even got a bunch of turkeys.
Panel 5: Wide shot of Carmen’s pick-up truck driving up the dirt
path to her family’s farm. There is a large portion of land fenced
off by barbed wire and populated by turkeys.
5 CARMEN (IN PICK-UP TRUCK): You’ll fit right in.
THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
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